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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, the state of the distribution grids is significantly different in comparison with 
the state of two decades ago. One important reason for that is the existence of non-lineal 
loads. These non-lineal loads can provoke disturbances, like a high level harmonics in 
current and voltages (Pigazo, 2004). 
In the same way, there is consolidating a distributed generation system for the distribution 
grids. This kind of grids contain a combination of many types of generation plants, like 
cogeneration, combined cycle, wind farms, photovoltaic…Thus, if the distribution grid is 
made up with many small and medium generation plants, the waveform of the voltage may 
be distorted. 
In conclusion, the electric transmission and distribution system is evolving to a scenario 
with multiple harmonic sources. So, the frequency analysis of the electric grids is becoming 
an important tool, because can help to improve their efficiency reducing the power 
associated to these disturbances. 
As regards to AC offshore wind farms, the interaction between the offshore installations and 
the onshore grid can cause harmonic amplifications. This aspect is not trivial, because as a 
result of this harmonic amplification, the harmonic level in the point of common coupling of 
the wind farm can be unacceptable for the grid code requirements.  
Offshore wind farms are connected through a widespread medium voltage submarine cable 
network and connected to the transmission system by long high voltage cables. Submarine 
power cables, unlike underground land cables need to be heavily armored and are 
consequently complicated structures. So, in particular this type of power cables have a 
relatively larger shunt capacitance compared to overhead lines which make them able to 
participate more in resonant scenarios (Kocewiak et al., 2010).  
The present chapter evaluates the frequency behavior of the offshore wind farms at normal 
operation (steady state), in function of design procedure parameters like: the cable length / 
characteristics, transformers connection and leakage inductance or inter-turbine grids 
configuration. The analysis is performed from the point of view of the wind turbines, 
considering them as potential harmonic sources. Thus, the knowledge of the frequency 
behavior of the offshore wind farm can help to avoid as much a possible the harmonic 
amplification, at the design stage of the wind farm. This presents new challenges in relation 
to understanding the nature, propagation and effects of the harmonics. 
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2. Power transmission lines 
2.1 Power transmission cables 
The purpose of a power cable is to carry electricity safely from the power source to different 
loads. In order to accomplish this goal, the cable is made up with some components or parts. 
Fig. 1 shows a description of the cable’s components, which are: 
Conductor 
The conductor is referred to the part or parts of the cable which carry the electric power. 
Electric cables can be made up by one conductor (mono-phase cables), three (three-phase 
cables), four, etc.  
Insulation 
Dielectric material layer with the purpose of provide insulation between conductors of 
different phases or between phases and ground. 
Shield 
metal coating, which covers the entire length of the cable. It is used to confine the electric 
field inside the cable and distribute uniformly this field. 
Armor or sheath 
Layer of heavy duty material used to protect the components of the cable from the external 
environment. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Generic representation of an electric power cable 
The electric behavior of the power transmission cable can be represented by several 
electromagnetic phenomena, yielding to behavioral characteristics such as; the conductor of 
the cable presents small resistivity or when an electric current flow through a conductor 
generates a magnetic field around it. Another effect is caused by the voltage difference from 
the conductor to ground, which provokes the storage of electric charge in the conductor. 
Finally, there is a leakage current to ground. The dielectric is a material with low 
conductivity, but not zero. 
Thus, through the years, many authors have agreed that a transmission cable can be 
represented electrically for each differential length with distributed RLCG parameters, 
(Jiang, 2005; Sánchez, 2003; Weedy & Cory, 1998). Where: 
• The distributed resistance R of the conductors is represented by a series resistor 
(expressed in ohms per unit length). 
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• The distributed inductance L (due to the magnetic field around the wires, self-
inductance, etc.) is represented by a series inductor (henries per unit length). 
• The capacitance C between the two conductors is represented by a shunt capacitor C 
(farads per unit length). 
• The conductance G of the dielectric material separating the two conductors is 
represented by a conductance G shunted between the signal wire and the return wire 
(Siemens per unit length). 
In DC circuits, the current density is similar in all the cross section of the conductor, but in 
AC circuits, the current density is greater near the outer surface of the conductor. This effect 
is known as the skin effect.  
Due to this phenomenon, AC resistance of the conductor is greater than DC resistance. Near 
to the center of the conductor there are more lines of magnetic force than near the rim. This 
causes an increment in the inductance toward the center and the current tends to crowd 
toward the outer surface. So at higher frequencies the effective cross section area of the 
conductor decreases and AC resistance increases. 
In short, the skin effect causes a variation in the parameters of the cable, due to the non 
uniform distribution of the current through the cross section of the cable. This variation is in 
function of the frequency, producing that the RGLC parameters are frequency dependent. If 
this effect is taken into account the electric representation of the cable for each differential 
length yields as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Electrical representation of the cable per differential length with frequency dependent 
parameters 
2.2 Modeling options of the power transmission cable 
Based on the electric representation of the cables and depending on the cable model 
requirements, it is possible to perform more or less simplifications, in order to maintain the 
accuracy of the model and reduce its complexity. Thus, there are several ways for modeling 
a cable; these models can be classified as follows (Restrepo et al., 2008). 
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Fig. 3. Classification of the different types of cable models 
2.2.1 Frequency dependent model in phase domain (Idempotent model) 
The selected model to carry out the evaluation of the frequency response of the offshore 
wind farm, is the PSCAD’s frequency dependent phase model based on the idempotent 
model. The reason to select the most complex and accurate model is because the cable model 
has to represent a wide frequency range. 
The Idempotent model is analyzed in (Castellanos et al., 1997; Marcano, 1996; Restrepo et al., 
2008).  
The idempotent model with some changes / improvements detailed in (Gustavsen et al., 
1999) is used in PSCAD as the most accurate model. Moreover, the PSCAD user’s guide 
guaranties that its cable model, frequency dependent in phase domain is very accurate 
(Power System Computer Aided Design [PSCAD], 2003). This model used by PSCAD also 
has been successfully validated experimentally in (Nian, 2009; Meier, 2009). 
2.3 Cable parameter adaptation to PSCAD 
Based on the physical characteristics of one specific cable as served in Table 1 (Courtesy of 
General Cable), PSCAD solves / estimates the equivalent impedances (RLGC parameters) 
for the electric representation of the cable shown in, Fig. 2. In this way, for complex models, 
where many parameters and detailed electric specifications are required, the definition of 
the cable is simpler. 
PSCAD provides a template to fill into it the data of the cable. Nevertheless, for complex 
cables it is not possible to represent the whole cable. The template has concentric, circular 
and homogeneous layers to introduce the data of the cable. Even though there are subsea 
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cables made up with other physic characteristics like: semiconductor layers, conductors 
made up with crown of strands or the fill between conductors. 
Due to the impossibility to fill in directly the data of the cable to the PSCAD software, the 
physic parameters have to be modified / corrected. The purpose of this correction is to 
achieve the same value of the equivalent impedances for PSCAD estimation and the cable 
manufacturers. The modified parameters are those ones related to the conductor, shield and 
insulation. 
 
Parameter Value 
Rated voltage 87 / 150kV 
Rated current 1088A 
Conductors cross section 1.200mm² 
Separation between conductors 97.839996mm 
Buried depth 1m 
Shields cross section 30mm² 
Shield type Metallic strip 
Armor type Strands crown 
Diameter of conductor 43,5mm 
Insulation thickness 20mm 
Diameter upon the insulation 88,5mm 
Diameter down the sheath 215,6mm 
Diameter down the armor 226,7mm 
Sheath thickness 8,9mm 
External diameter 244,5mm 
Relative dielectric constant 2,50 
Resistivity of the conductor d.c. at 20°C 0,0151Ohm/km 
Resistivity of the conductor a.c. 0,0205Ohm/km 
Resistivity of the shield d.c. at 20°C 0,6264Ohm/km 
Rated capacitance of the cable 0,233µF/km 
Inductance of the cable 0,352mH/km 
Table 1. Cable characteristics provided by General Cable 
2.3.1 Conductor 
Looking at Table 1, the conductor has a 43.5mm diameter and also an effective cross section 
of 1200mm2. If the conductor is considered as a solid core, homogenous and circular (as the 
template of PSCAD does), the cross section for this diameter (equation ( 1 )) is not the same. 
 2 2 221.75 1486.17= ⋅ = ⋅ =π πA r mm  (1) 
Therefore, to solve this difference it is necessary to correct the resistivity of the conductor ǒ. 
To this end, at the first step the real resistivity of the conductor is calculated (based on the 
data of the cable given by the manufacturer), equations ( 2 ) -( 3 ). 
 
⋅= ρc
DC
c
l
R
A = 0.0151 ohm/Km (2) 
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81.812 10−
⋅= = ⋅ρ DC c
c
R A
l
 
(3) 
Where: ǒc is the resistivity, l is the length of the cable and Ac is the effective cross section of 
the conductor (1200 mm2). 
At the second step, the resistivity of the conductor’s material is modified in order to 
maintain the same absolute resistance of the conductor, (Nian, 2009). Based on the 
conductor radius given by the manufacturer, in function of the effective cross section and 
the real cross section, is corrected the resistivity: 
 
2
8' 2.24412 10−
⋅= = ⋅πρ ρ
c c
c
r
A
 (4) 
To verify this estimation, the absolute resistance of the conductor at 50 Hz is calculated with 
equation ( 5 ). From this equation, it is possible to achieve practically the same results in 
comparison with the characteristics of the manufacturer. 
 ( ). . 50 50(50) 0.0204 /
ρ
δ π δ= ⋅ =−
c
a c
l
R ohm Km
D
 (5) 
 
50
2
0.010662
⋅= =⋅
ρδ ω μ
c
 
(6) 
Where: l is the length of the cable, D is the diameter of the conductor, ǒc is the resistivity, ω is 
the angular speed of the current (2Ǒf), μ is the absolute magnetic permeability of the 
conductor (μ0 μr ), μ0 is the magnetic constant or the permeability of the free space ( 4π × 10−7 
N/A2 ) and μr is the relative magnetic permeability. 
2.3.2 Shield 
The next parameters that must be modified are the size of the diameter of the insulation and 
its relative permeability, in order to maintain the shield with 30mm2 and the same capacitive 
component.  
Assuming that the outer diameter of the shield’s conductor layer is 88.5mm, it is possible to 
obtain the inner diameter, equations ( 7 ) - ( 9 ). 
 As= Rs2 – rs2  (7) 
 30mm2=44.452-rs2 (8) 
 
244.25 30 43.9= − =
s
r mm
 
(9) 
2.3.3 Insulation 
To correct the area of the shield the radius of the insulation is modified. As a result, the 
value of the capacitive component using the radius calculated in equation ( 9 ) is slightly 
different in comparison with the characteristic provided by the manufactures. 
Therefore, to represent correctly the submarine cable, the dielectric constant is corrected in 
order to represent in PSCAD the same the capacitive component of the manufacturer's data 
sheet, equations ( 10 ) - ( 11 ). 
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 ( )43.90.233 17.97 ln 2.9421.75= ⋅ ⋅ =ε r  (10) 
 
( ) ( )2.94 0.233 /43.917.97 ln 17.97 ln 21.75= = =⋅ ⋅
ε μrC F Km
b
a
 
(11) 
2.3.4 Measure with PSCAD the adapted parameters 
To validate the modification of parameters carried out in the preceding sections, a 
submarine cable in PSCAD (Fig. 4) is defined, based on the physic data of the cable shown 
in Table 1 with these modifications. Then, using PSCAD software, its internal RLCG 
parameters are obtained, Table 2. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Graphic representation in PSCAD of the three-phase cable 
 
 Resistivity Inductivity Capacitance 
Electric 
parameters 
(50Hz) 
0.0311*Ohm/km 0.334mH/km 0.233µF/km 
*Resistivity without taking into account the shield, conductor  0.0190Ohm/km 
Table 2. RGLC electrical parameters calculated by PSCAD in function of the physic 
dimensions and characteristics 
From the results displayed in Table 2, it is possible to see that the electrical parameters 
calculated by PSCAD are substantially similar to the parameters specified by the 
manufacturer. 
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3. Frequency response of the transmission system via PSCAD simulation 
3.1 Frequency response of the basic transmission system via PSCAD simulation 
The transmission system is the part of the offshore wind farm which makes possible the 
energy transmission from the collector point (offshore) to the point of common coupling 
(onshore), in other words, the physic medium to transfer the energy from the wind farm to 
the main grid and all the support devices. 
The transmission system is made up by the step-up transformer, the submarine cable, 
reactive power compensation elements (if required), and the support devices to integrate the 
energy in the main grid (if required). 
The knowledge of the frequency response of the transmission system and the influence of 
each component upon this frequency response can help to avoid undesired resonances 
and harmonics. For that purpose, firstly, in this section the simplest lay-out for the 
transmission system (transformer, cable and grid, Fig. 5) is considered, i.e. the necessary 
elements to perform the energy transmission, without the support devices to improve the 
transmission. 
  
 
Fig. 5. Simulation scenario of the simplest lay-out of the transmission system: the step-up 
transformer, the submarine cables and the distribution grid 
To calculate the impedance of the transmission system in function of the frequency, a 
harmonic voltage source is used. The harmonic train of input voltage (Vin), is composed by 
sinusoidal components in the range of frequencies: 50-5000Hz. The amplitude of these 
harmonic voltages is 10% of the fundamental (50Hz-150kV). Starting from the 50Hz, the 
harmonic train has voltage components separated 10Hz one from other, as illustrated in Fig. 
6. These input harmonics in a simplified way can represent the effect of the harmonics 
generated by the wind turbines, when they are generating energy from the wind. 
Measuring the current at the PCC (Ipcc) and performing the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) of 
the signal, it is possible to obtain the impedance of the transmission system for each one of 
the excited frequencies, i.e. it is possible to obtain the evolution of the impedance in function 
of the frequency.  
To model the grid in a simple manner, a voltage source and short circuit impedance is used. 
Its characteristics are summarized in Table 3. The transformer’s connection is Δ- gY, while 
its characteristics are shown in Table 4. Finally, the cable characteristics and cable model are 
the same of the section 2. 
The frequency response of the described transmission system layout is depicted in Fig. 7. 
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                                    (a) 
 
                                   (b) 
Fig. 6. Harmonic voltage train applied to the submarine cable model (resolution 10 Hz) 
 
Parameter Value 
Nominal power (Pn) 150MW 
Nominal voltage (Vn) 150kV 
Short circuit inductance 5% 
Table 3. Characteristics of the main grid 
 
Parameter Value 
Rated power 150MVA 
Primary voltage 33kV 
Secondary voltage 150kV 
Connection Δ- gY 
Transformers leakage resistance 1% 
Transformers leakage inductance 6% 
No load losses 1,78% 
Table 4. Characteristics of the step-up transformer 
Looking at Fig. 7, it is possible to observe that all the multiples of the 3rd order harmonics 
generated in the wind turbines, cannot trespass to the PCC. This occurs because between 
these points is placed a transformer with star (grounded)-delta connection. 
The transmission system is composed with several inductive components, like the 
transformer or the short circuit impedance of the main grid. This inductive impedances 
provokes a significant attenuation of the high frequencies, as can be seen in Fig. 7 (c), thus, 
the high frequency harmonic voltages do not affect to the current of the PCC. In fact, in the 
present analysis, the harmonics higher than 700Hz almost do not affect to the current at 
PCC. 
However, the interaction of the inductive component of the transmission system with the 
capacitive component of the submarine cable provokes a resonance at 400Hz, becoming 
these frequencies which are around the 400Hz potentially problematic. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 7. Frequency response of the transmission system with only: grid impedance, step-up 
transformer and submarine cable (50 Km). FFT of the current at PCC: (a) detail in the 
neighborhood of the main resonance and (b) detail in high frequencies 
3.2 The effect of the different parts of the transmission system in its frequency 
response 
The analysis of how affects each one of the elements of the transmission system in its 
frequency response is the first step to avoid undesired resonances and optimize the 
transmission system design. 
Therefore, this section analyses the frequency response of the transmission system varying 
the characteristics (impedance) of its three main components: 
• The leakage impedance of the step-up transformer. 
• The impedance of the submarine transmission line (variation of the cable length). 
• The short circuit impedance of the main grid. 
Firstly the influence of the step-up transformer is evaluated. Based on the same scenario of 
the Fig. 5 and applying the same harmonic train (Fig. 6), the frequency responses of the 
transmission system are obtained. In this first case, the transformer’s leakage inductance has 
a variation from 3% to 12%, the results are depicted in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Frequency response of the transmission system varying the leakage inductance of the 
step-up transformer from: 3% (black), 6% (blue), 9% (red) and 12% (green) 
As is shown in Fig. 8, as the leakage inductance of the step-up transformer increases, the 
frequency of the resonance decreases (from 450Hz to 350Hz).  
For the specific case where the leakage inductance is 3%, it is possible to see how the 
transformer connection does not allows to cross to the PCC the harmonics close to the 
resonance, Fig. 9. The resonance is still there (450Hz), but, there are not harmonics to be 
amplified.  
 
 
Fig. 9. Frequency response of the transmission system with a leakage inductance of 3% of 
the step-up transformer 
The harmonic train used for this analysis has components into de 50-5000Hz range, but not 
continuously in all this range, the harmonic source generates harmonic voltages in steps of 
10 Hz. Thus, using the harmonic train is possible to determinate the resonance with 10 Hz 
accuracy, i.e. the system has a 10 Hz accuracy 
With regards to the amplitude of the resonance, this varies very quickly in few Hz close to 
the resonance frequency. As a consequence, if the harmonic resonance matches up with the 
exact resonance frequency, the measured amplitude in the simulation will be bigger than in 
cases where the harmonics in the train are close to the exact frequency of the resonance. 
Thus, this analysis can measure accurately the frequency of the resonance, but not the 
amplitude, the amplitude is only an approximated value. 
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In the next step of the analysis, the influence of the cable length in the range of 20Km to 
110Km is evaluated. The frequency response of the considered transmission system with 
this variation is shown in Fig. 10. 
 
 
Fig. 10. Frequency response of the transmission system varying the cable length from: 20Km 
(black), 50Km (blue), 80Km (green) and 110Km (red) 
In this case, as the submarine cable length increases, the resonance frequency decreases. 
Note that the resonance of the transmission system with 80Km cable disappears, because in 
this case also all the multiples of the 3rd order harmonics cannot trespass the transformer.  
In the third and last case there are considered different values for the short circuit impedance. 
This variation is from the 2 % to 11 %, the simulation results are depicted in Fig. 11 
 
 
Fig. 11. Frequency response of the transmission system varying the short circuit impedance 
from: 2 % (black), 5 % (blue), 8 % (green) and 11 % (red) 
In this last case, increasing the short circuit impedance decreases the resonance frequency,  
i.e. as in the two previous cases, increasing the inductive impedance or the capacitive 
impedance the frequency of the resonance decreases. In the analyzed cases, the biggest 
variation is between 640Hz-250Hz, caused varying the cable length from 20Km to 110Km. 
However, in most of the cases the resonance is between 450Hz and 250Hz. In concordance 
with these results, in (Breuer & Christl, 2006) is highlighted that AC transmission systems in 
conjunction with step-up transformer of the offshore substation, present the risk to amplify 
harmonics at low frequencies (inherently 3rd, 5th and 7th order harmonics). 
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3.3 Frequency response of the transmission system via analytic calculus 
The objective of this section is to estimate the main resonance frequency in a simple and 
accurate way, alternatively to the method described in the previous section. Thus this 
section studies the calculation of the first resonance frequency of the transmission system, 
which is the main characteristic of the frequency response, using two different analytic 
ways. 
To characterize in an easy way the main resonance frequency, with a potential risk of 
harmonic amplification, in (Plotkin et al., 2008) is presented a simple method. This 
approximation only takes into account the capacitive component of the submarine cable, 
neglecting the resistive and inductive components. In this way, it is possible to simplify the 
whole transmission system as an equivalent RLC circuit. Then, the resonance frequency of 
this simplified RLC circuit serves to approximate the resonance of the transmission system. 
The second method uses state-space equations to estimate the resonance frequency of the 
transmission system. These equations take into account all the components of the cable and 
the short circuit impedance of the main grid, with the advantage that is not too more 
complicated than the first method. 
Finally, to validate these two methods, the results obtained via analytic calculus are 
compared with the results obtained in simulation with PSCAD as described in section 3.2. 
3.3.1 State-space equations for the transmission system modeled with a unique “π” 
circuit 
At first, in order to explain with an example the method of the state-space equations, the 
simplest case is analyzed. The step-up transformer is considered as an equivalent 
inductance and the main grid as an ideal voltage source with short circuit impedance.  
With regards to the submarine cable, this is modeled using several “π” circuits in series, 
(Khatir et al., 2008). This model has a frequency limit to represent the cable, i.e. the cable 
model has a valid range in frequency, out of this frequency range the cable model and in 
consequence the state-space equations cannot be used, since the error becomes too high. For 
the simplest case, the present case, the cable is modeled as a unique “π” circuit (N=1).  
Once the equivalent circuit of the circuit in impedances is determined, it is possible to obtain 
the frequency response applying the state-space equations, the procedure is as follows:  
In the first step, the names and the directions for all the currents of all the branches of the 
circuit are established as illustrated in, Fig. 12. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Mono-phase representation of the transmission system with the submarine cable 
modeled as a unique “π” circuit 
Where: L1 represents the equivalent inductance of the step-up transformer, R1 represents 
the equivalent resistance of the step-up transformer, R2 represents the resistive part of the 
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submarine cable, L2 represents the inductive part of the submarine cable, (C1=C2) represent 
the capacitive part of the submarine cable and (L3 and R3) represent Lsc and Rsc 
respectively, short circuit impedances. 
In the second step, the differential equations are obtained, ( 12 ) -( 16 ). 
 
( )1 1 11 1
1
= ⋅ − − ⋅L
C L
di
Vin v i R
dt L  (12) 
 
( )1 1 21
1
= ⋅ −C
L L
dv
i i
dt C
 
(13)
 
 
( )2 1 2 21 2
2
= ⋅ − − ⋅L
C C L
di
v v i R
dt L  
(14)
 
 
( )2 2 31
2
= ⋅ −C
L L
dv
i i
dt C
 
(15)
 
 
( )3 2 31 3
3
= ⋅ − − ⋅L
C L
di
v Vout i R
dt L
 
(16) 
Looking at equations ( 12 ) - ( 16 ), the variables of the differential equations iLX and vCX are 
independent. In the same way, these variables represent independent physical elements, so, 
those variables are state variables. Thus, if these equations are written in matrix notation 
(equation ( 17 )), the state-space matrix is obtained as follows: 
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]/ = ⋅ +d dt x A x B  (17) 
1 1
1 1
2 2
2 2
3 3
1 1 0 0 0 11 1 0
11 10 0 0 0 01 1
1 2 10 0 0 0/
2 2 2
0 01 10 0 0
2 2
1031 30 0 0
3 3
− −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥− −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥− ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
L L
C C
L L
C C
L L
R
L Li i L
v vC C
VinRd dt i i
L L L Vout
v v
C C
i i
R L
L L
 
(18) 
Finally, the poles or eigenvals of the system are calculated (from A matrix), to determine its 
resonance frequency. 
3.3.2 State-space equations of the transmission system modeled with N “π” circuits 
In the next step forward, the procedure explained in the previous section (3.3.1.), is applied 
to a generic case where the transmission system has a cable modeled with N “π” circuits, 
Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13. Mono-phase representation of the transmission system with the submarine cable 
modeled as N “π” circuits 
Where: L1 represents the equivalent inductance of the step-up transformer, (R2=R3=RN+1) 
represent the resistive part of the submarine cable, (L2=L3=LN+1) represent the inductive 
part of the submarine cable, (C1 to CN+1) represent the capacitive part of the submarine 
cable and (LN+2 and RN+2) represent Lsc and Rsc respectively, short circuit impedances. 
For the generic transmission system, following the procedure explained in the previous 
section, the state-space variables are defined and the estate-space equations are obtained. 
These state-space equations in matrix notation are displayed in equation ( 19 ). The reader 
can find the similarities of the matrix structure in expressions ( 18 ) and ( 19 ). 
 
1
1
2
1
1
2
1 1 0 .... 0 0 0
1 1
....1 10 0 0 0
1 1 ....
1 20 .... 0 0 0
2 2
/ .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
1 10 0 0 .... 0
1 1
1 10 0 0 .... 0
1 1
210 0 0 .... 0
2 2
+
+
+
− −
⎡ ⎤ −⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ −⎢ ⎥⋅ =⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ − + −⎢ ⎥ + +⎢ ⎥ −⎢ ⎥ + +⎣ ⎦
− ++ +
L
C
L
LN
CN
LN
R
L L
i
C Cv
Ri
L L
d dt
i RN
LN LNv
i CN CN
RN
LN LN
1
1
2
1
1
2
....
1 0
1
0 0
0 0
.... ....
0 0
0 0
10
2
+
+
+
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3.3.3 Frequency response of the transmission system via state-space equations 
Finally, the frequency response of the transmission system with the submarine cable, the 
step-up transformer and the main grid of the previous section (Table 1, Table 3 and Table 4) 
via state-space equations is obtained. 
For the submarine cable model, 10 “π” circuits in series are considered. In this way, the cable 
model is composed by sufficient “π” circuits to make possible the representation of the 
submarine cable in the correct frequency range, i.e. sufficient to represent correctly the cable 
until the resonance. In more detail, with 10 “π” circuits it is possible to represent the 
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submarine cable in a valid range for all the resonances analyzed in the previous section 
(Khatir et al., 2008), by means of equation ( 20 ). 
 
max
1250 7884 /
8 8
= = = ⇒⋅ ⋅ ⋅
Nv N
f Hz rad s
l l LC
 (20) 
If the resonance frequency estimated in this way is out of the cable model valid range, it is 
not valid and the analysis must be repeated with a valid cable model. 
Finally, applying the developed generic equation ( 19 ), to the considered transmission 
system, the frequency response depicted in Fig. 14 is obtained. 
 
 
Fig. 14. Frequency response of the transmission system with the cable modeled as 10 “π” 
circuits in series using state equations 
As can be observed in Fig. 14, the first resonance of the system is located at 388 Hz, very 
close to the 400 Hz estimated via PSCAD simulation. With regards to the amplitude of the 
resonance, in this case also is an approximation, due to the fact that the calculus is based on 
a model with lumped parameters, not in a model with distributed parameters which is more 
accurate. 
3.3.4 Frequency response of the transmission system via RLC simplification 
The other method used to compare with the state-space equations is the simplified RLC 
method, described in (Plotkin et al., 2008). Thus, a comparative is performed comparing the 
resonance frequency estimated with these three methods for different transmission system. 
Similarly as done in section 3.2, but in this case, the analysis only varies the cable length and 
the equivalent inductance of the step-up transformer. The short circuit impedance of the 
main grid is not taken into account because the simplified RLC method does not consider it.  
The resonance frequency for the simplified RLC method of (Plotkin et al., 2008) is estimated 
with the following equation ( 21 ). 
 ( )Re
1
2
=
⋅ ⋅ + ⋅πsonance Transfomer Cable Cable
f
L L C
 (21) 
3.3.5 Comparison and validation of the frequency response via analytic calculus 
The objective of this section is to validate the state-space equations based method to estimate 
the first resonance. For that purpose, a comparative of three different methods is carried out. 
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The method based on PSCAD simulation with the validated cable is considered as the most 
accurate method.  
Hence, Table 5, summarizes the obtained resonance frequencies varying the equivalent 
inductance of the step-up transformer for the considered three methods. The variation of the 
equivalent inductance is the same of the section 3.2. (3% to 12%). 
 
Transformers L 3 % 6 % 9 % 12 % 
PSCAD simulation 470 400 370 360 
State equations 453,6 388,3 356,5 339 
Simplified RLC 264,75 218 190,9 171,4 
Table 5. Comparative of the resonance frequencies (Hz) obtained varying the equivalent 
inductance of the step-up transformer 
To verify the state-space equations method at different conditions, a second comparative is 
carried out. In this second case, the cable length is varied, yielding the resonances depicted 
in Table 6. 
 
Cable length (Km) 20 50 80 110 
PSCAD simulation 640 400 310 255 
State equations 631,8 388,3 297,6 246,6 
Simplified RLC 392 218 156,67 124,8 
Table 6. Comparative of the resonance frequencies (Hz) obtained varying the cable length 
Looking at Table 5 and Table 6, it can be concluded that the state-space equation method is a 
good approximation for estimating the resonance frequency, even under different 
transmission conditions options. 
On the other hand, the simplified RLC method does not provide as accurate results as 
expected to characterize the resonance frequency. However it could be useful to obtain a 
very simplified and first approximated value. 
4. Frequency response of the offshore wind farm 
In the present work, the electric infrastructure of the offshore wind farm’s connection is 
divided into two parts: The transmission system and the inter-turbine grid. The frequency 
response of the transmission system has been already characterized in previous section, 
therefore, the next step consist on characterizing the frequency response of the entire electric 
infrastructure, including the inter-turbine grids. Thus, this second part of the analysis is 
mainly focused on the inter-turbine grid and its characteristics.  
The equivalent impedance of an offshore wind farm varies with changes in the 
configuration of the inter-turbine grid. As a result, the frequency response of the system 
varies as well. Consequently, based on the transmission system evaluated in section 3.1, the 
analysis performed in this section is focused on the effect of different aspects of the wind 
farm, like: number of feeders (or radials) in the inter-turbine grid or the location of each 
wind turbine. The analysis is made from the viewpoint of the wind turbine, which is 
considered the potential harmonic source in normal operation. 
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Without the appropriate models is not possible to estimate the resonances of the system. In 
consequence, a scenario is defined in order to base the analysis of the resonances on it. 
The considered scenario presents a radial design for the inter-turbine grid, where each one 
of those radials is composed by 6 wind turbines of 5MW. The voltage level of the inter-
turbine grid is medium voltage, 33kV. As regards to the spatial disposition of the wind 
turbines, there is considered as a rectangle (Hopewell et al., 2006). In short, the simulation 
scenario has similar features of Nysted, (Fig. 15). 
 
 
Fig. 15. The lay-out of the offshore wind farm, which is the base of the resonances analysis 
Considering that the transmission system is equal to the characterized in section 3.1, the last 
feature to define the whole offshore wind farm is the inter-turbine submarine cable. Hence, 
as inter-turbine submarine cable an ABB XLPE cable (Asea Brown Boveri [ABB], 2005) with 
the adequate nominal voltage and power is chosen. The characteristics of this cable are 
shown in Table 7. 
 
Parameter Value 
Rated voltage 30kV (36kV) 
Rated current 765 (65ºC) – 930 (90ºC) A 
Cross section of conductor 800mm² 
Separation between conductors 123.65mm 
Buried depth 1m 
Shields cross section 35mm² 
Diameter of conductor 33.7mm 
Insulation thickness 8mm 
Diameter upon the insulation 51.9mm 
Relative dielectric constant 2,30 
Resistivity of the conductor d.c. at 20°C 0,02265Ohm/km 
Resistivity of the conductor a.c. 0,024959Ohm/km 
Rated capacitance of the cable 0,38µF/km 
Rated inductivity of the cable 0,31mH/km 
Table 7. Characteristics of the inter-turbine submarine cable (ABB, 2005). 
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These characteristics are filled into the PSCAD template, for the model explained in section 
2 with the corrections exposed in section 2.3.  
The aim of this evaluation is to calculate the frequency response of the entire electric 
connection infrastructure. Thus, the wind turbine model is not considered as a key issue. 
Therefore, the wind turbines are considered as an ideal controlled voltage source with a LCL 
filter, Table 8. The filter is used to connect the wind turbine to the local inter turbine grid, 
Fig. 16. 
 
LCL values Fres 
0.8 mH-175uF-0.4mH 550Hz 
Table 8. Characteristics of the LCL filter. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Simulation scenario of the offshore wind farm, which is the base for the frequency 
response analysis 
Taking the scenario depicted in Fig. 16 as base to estimate the frequency response, the same 
procedure of section 3.1 is used. In this way, to know the frequency response for a specific 
wind turbine, it is substituted by a harmonic voltage generator (Fig. 16), which generates a 
harmonic train in the frequency range of 50Hz-5000Hz, Fig. 6. 
4.1 Frequency response of a wind turbine in function of its position in the inter-
turbine network 
Looking at Fig. 15, it is possible to observe how from the viewpoint of each wind turbine, 
the equivalent impedance seen is different in function of its location in the inter-turbine 
grid, i.e. there is not the same equivalent impedance at the output of the 25th wind turbine 
and at the output of the 30th wind turbine.  
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To quantify the variation of the frequency responses of each wind turbine, in this section the 
frequency responses for all the wind turbines of a feeder are estimated. To perform this 
evaluation, the harmonic voltage source is placed in different positions of the feeder (or 
radial) and for each position the signals at the PCC are measured. Then, applying the FFT to 
the signals of the PCC, it is possible to estimate the frequency response for each individual 
wind turbine. 
In the first evaluation, the frequency response of each wind turbine is obtained from the 25th 
to the 30th. The results for the harmonic currents are depicted in Fig. 17 and the results for 
harmonic voltages are depicted in Fig. 18. 
 
 
Fig. 17. Harmonic currents at the PCC in function of the location of the harmonic voltage 
source within the inter turbine grid. For the 30th wind turbine (red) and for the 25th wind 
turbine (black) 
The frequency response of the whole system is similar to the frequency response of the 
transmission system only. However, the resonance frequency has a short variation. The 
transmission system presents the resonance at 400 Hz (section 3.1, Fig. 7), but as can be seen 
from the Fig. 17, the frequency response from the wind turbine viewpoint depends on each 
wind turbine and is located in the range of 360-380 Hz, close to the 400Hz but not the same. 
As seen in section 3.2, the step-up transformer does not allow to transmit 3rd order 
harmonics and multiples. Looking to the results for the 30th wind turbine, the harmonics 
located at 360Hz and 370Hz have similar amplitudes in both cases (current and voltage), 
probably the resonance is between them. This fact, can explain the notorious amplitude 
reduction. 
Applying the FFT to the voltage at PCC (Fig. 18), it is possible to see other two more “small 
resonances” (attenuated frequencies, but less than the rest), besides the transmission 
system’s resonance. 
The first one of these two frequency groups less attenuated than the rest is located between 
the 1500Hz and 2000Hz. This small resonance has not variations, i.e. is independent to the 
location of the wind turbine. However, the second group of these frequencies less 
attenuated is in function of the location of the wind turbine. Thus, in function of the location 
of the wind turbine, the “small resonance” can be around 2500Hz or 3500Hz. The closer is 
placed the wind turbine to the offshore substation (shorter cable length to the collector 
point, and less impedance), bigger is the frequency of the resonance. 
Note that these two “small resonances” have significantly smaller amplitude than the main 
resonance at (360Hz-380Hz).  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 18. Harmonic voltages at the PCC in function of the location of the harmonic voltage 
source inside the inter turbine grid. For the 25th wind turbine (black) and for the 30th wind 
turbine (red): (a) more detail in the main resonance and (b) more detail in high frequencies 
4.2 Frequency response of the offshore wind farm in function of the feeders in its 
inter-turbine network 
In the first scenario described in section 4, 5 feeders (F1-F5) of 6 wind turbines each one are 
considered, Fig. 15. However, the internal impedance of the wind farm can have variations 
with configuration changes, like changes in the number of feeders. 
Thus, in this section the frequency response is evaluated for different inter-turbine grid 
configurations. Inter turbine grids with 2 feeders (F1 and F2) to 5 feeders (F1-F5), Fig. 15 are 
considered, maintaining the same number of wind turbines for each radial, not the total 
number of wind turbines of the wind farm. 
In this case, the harmonic voltage source is placed at the first wind turbine of each feeder (7, 
13, 19 or 25, Fig. 15), because at this point, the second “small resonance” is closer to the 
fundamental frequency than in any other location of the feeder, Fig. 18 (b).  The simulation 
results (FFT of the current and voltage at the PCC) for the considered configurations are 
depicted in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20. 
From the evaluation of the results of Fig. 19, it is possible to determine that the first and 
main resonance of the system have not big variations for different configurations of the local 
inter-turbine grid. However, the second of the “small resonances” (frequency groups less 
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attenuated) varies with these configuration changes. If there are fewer feeders, the second 
“small resonance” occurs at higher frequencies. 
 
 
Fig. 19. Harmonic currents at the PCC in function of the number of feeders in the inter-
turbine grid: With 2 feeders F1-F2 (black) and with 5 feeders F1-F5 (red) 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 20. Harmonic voltages at the PCC in function of the number of feeders in the inter-
turbine grid: With 2 feeders F1-F2 (black) and with 5 feeders F1-F5 (red) 
4.3 Frequency response of the offshore wind farm in function of the number of 
feeders for each step-up transformer’s primary 
In order to take into account cases where the offshore wind farm have a step-up transformer 
in the offshore substation with more primary windings than one, the present section 
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analyzes an inter-turbine network configuration with two primary windings, as depicted in 
Fig. 21. 
The purpose of the analysis is to know how affects this extra primary winding to the 
frequency response of the offshore wind farm. 
 
 
Fig. 21. Simplified scheme of the simulation scenario of the offshore wind farm with two 
primary windings 
To know the influence of the extra winding, the results of the configuration depicted in Fig. 
21 and the configuration depicted in Fig. 15 with only two feeders, are compared. The 
comparison these frequency responses are served Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. 
 
 
Fig. 22. Harmonic currents at the PCC: With 2 feeders F1-F2 (red) and with 2 feeders on each 
primary winding F1-F2 and F1’-F2’ (black) 
Looking at the results in Fig. 22, it is possible to see that the use of two windings connected 
as delta-star(grounded)-delta, where the secondary windings have delta connection, does 
not allow to transmit multiples of 3rd order divided by two harmonics (multiples of 
150Hz/2, 75 Hz) to the PCC. As a result, the frequency response of the system from the 
viewpoint of the wind turbine presents less harmonic components. 
However, as can be seen in Fig. 23 (b), for the voltage harmonics, there is a new group of 
frequencies less attenuated at 2520 Hz. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 23. Harmonic voltages at the PCC: With 2 feeders F1-F2 (black) and with 2 feeders on 
each primary winding F1-F2 and F1’-F2’ (red) 
5. Conclusions 
The study presented in this chapter is focused on the evaluation of the frequency response 
of the offshore wind farm. This frequency response depends on design parameters such as: 
the cable length and characteristics, transformers connection and leakage inductance or 
inter-turbine grid’s configuration. The analysis carried out estimates the potential risks on 
the voltage and current harmonic amplifications. 
For that purpose, the state equations are a good approximation in order to estimate in an 
easy way the frequency response and main resonances of the system. The results obtained 
with this method are very similar to the simulation results in PSCAD. 
As regards to the harmonic risk of the AC offshore wind farms, this kind of wind farms 
have the potential to amplify low order harmonics due to the iteration between the 
capacitive component of the submarine cable and the leakage inductance of the step-up 
transformer. The bigger are the impedances of those two elements, lower is the frequency of 
the resonance. From the results of this study, it is possible to observe, that the resonance 
frequency is mainly in function of the characteristics of the submarine cable (its capacitive 
component).  
The main resonance of the AC offshore wind farm from the viewpoint of the wind turbines 
is the same of the transmission systems resonance. The inter turbine grid, does not cause big 
variations in the frequency response and for different positions in the inter turbine grid, the 
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frequency response is similar. However, the inter turbine grid causes “small resonances”, 
which varies with the wind turbines position in the inter-turbine grid. This little resonance 
has less potential to amplify harmonic components, but, grid codes (like IEEE-519 standard) 
are more restrictive with the high order harmonics. 
To avoid as far as possible the harmonic amplification in normal operation due to the 
resonance of the transmission system, one good option seems to choose a configuration 
which the resonance frequency of the transmission system coincides with one of the 
frequencies that the step up transformer does not allow to transmit, Fig. 9. 
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